
Battleground 2015: Burn It To
The Ground
Battleground  2015
Date: July 19, 2015
Location: Scottrade Center, St. Louis, Missouri
Commentators: Michael Cole, John Bradshaw Layfield, Jerry Lawler

It’s time for the show that is here to fill time until it’s Summerslam,
which usually isn’t the most interesting thing in the world. The main
event tonight is Seth Rollins defending the World Title against Brock
Lesnar in Brock’s return title match after Rollins stole the title at
Wrestlemania. We also have Owens vs. Cena III for Cena’s US Title which
has the potential to steal the show again. Let’s get to it.

Pre-Show: King Barrett vs. R-Truth

For the crown in one of the worst feuds I can remember in a long time.
Truth takes him into the corner to start and bunny hops out as we hear a
very brief history of the King’s Crown Title from the 1980s. Barrett
shoves him away but gets a pelvic thrust and dropkick. A slingshot dive
drops Barrett as Lawler makes big nose jokes. The announcers babble about
BB King, Stephen King and Burger King as we take a break.

Back with Barrett stretching the arms and JBL talking about working on a
rap album with Truth. This goes about as far as you would expect until
Truth fights back and gets two off an ax kick. Lawler: “He’s got the
whole world in his nose!” Winds of Change gets two on Truth and the Bull
Hammer FINALLY gives Barrett the pin at 9:10.

Rating: F. The wrestling sucked, but this fails due to the jokes and the
story. This has been a lame story since the beginning and they’ve made no
secret about the fact that no one cares what happens here. Barrett is
right back where he started and that’s not something you want from
someone who is supposed to be a big deal after winning the tournament.
Awful stuff and please let him do anything new, as long as it’s serious.
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The opening video talks about how the matches tonight have led to a
battleground to decide their final fate. This isn’t exactly making up for
the lame build.

Randy Orton vs. Sheamus

This is due to Sheamus helping Kane beat Orton a few weeks back,
triggering a feud that most people aren’t all that interested in seeing.
Big pop for the hometown Orton, even though he isn’t billed from St.
Louis here. Feeling out process to start with Sheamus bailing to the
floor, only to have Randy follow him outside to start the beating. The
fans get behind Orton but the match immediately gets back to its boring
pace.

Sheamus comes back with a kick to the ribs and Orton is in trouble. Three
straight Irish Curses put Orton down again for two and a knee drop gets
the same. It’s time to hit that chinlock as this is normally the time
where we would be coming back from a commercial. Back up and they slug it
out with Orton getting the better of it (duh) before they head outside to
keep up the fight.

Orton drops him onto the table and snaps off the powerslam for two more
back inside. The elevated DDT is countered with a necksnap across the top
and a tilt-a-whirl powerslam gets another two. Can we please get to the
pay per view level stuff and drop this TV style? I know it’s the most
important thing but it’s still nothing I want to see. Both finishers are
countered so Sheamus plants him with White Noise for two.

Sheamus goes up but eats a bunch of right hands, setting up the superplex
for, say it with me, two. The elevated DDT connects this time and the
place goes nuts for the RKO set up but Sheamus rolls him up for two. The
Brogue Kick connects out of nowhere but Sheamus can’t cover. Instead it’s
the Cloverleaf with Orton having to crawl to the ropes twice. Not that it
matters as the RKO finishes Sheamus at 16:46.

Rating: C+. This took its time to get going but the second half was far
better than the first. In other words, it was another good TV match
formula transferred over to pay per view. Orton going over here, while
annoying in a way, was the right choice for an opener, even though I hate



Sheamus losing as Mr. Money in the Bank. Good back and forth stuff here
though and I got a lot more into it after that chinlock.

Cole talks about the revolution in the Divas’ division setting social
media on fire. Therefore, it’s time to recap the Stephanie segment from
Raw because that was the focus of the entire thing. Stephanie saying she
set the table was horrible and made Paige’s whole story look worthless
because Stephanie had to be there to get the credit for everything.

Stephanie, playing a total face instead of the heel authority figure,
sucks up to the live crowd. Tonight there’s a triple threat match between
each Divas’ trio and Stephanie will accept nothing less than the house
being torn down.

Tag Team Titles: Prime Time Players vs. New Day

New Day is challenging after losing the belts to the Players at Money in
the Bank. Before the match, New Day talks about staying positive because
they know they have to reap the rewards of their sacrifices soon. Woods
is on the floor as Kofi starts with Darren. Kofi is a bit too fast for
Young so it’s off to Titus for some VERY loud chops in the corner. A New
Day conference leads to a tag to Big E., who eats a legdrop from Titus.
Woods: “WORST LEGDROP EVER!”

It’s back to Darren who gets thrown outside as the champs take over,
allowing Xavier to be an even more obnoxious (meaning AWESOME)
cheerleader. We get the alternating stomps, capped off by a running
basement dropkick. Woods: “OH IT’S SO GOOD!” An apron splash gets two on
Young (that looked good) and we hit the abdominal stretch.

Woods shouts about tricep meat and Darren scores with an enziguri,
setting up the hot tag to Titus so house can be cleaned. Titus’ dominance
doesn’t last long though as it’s quickly back to Young. The Midnight Hour
is broken up and the Gut Check sends Kofi to the floor. O’Neil comes back
in for the Clash of the Titus on Big E. to retain at 8:53.

Rating: D+. Well that’s a surprise. I’m not sure how I feel about the
result as the Players are little more than adequate and New Day is still
one of the funniest acts in wrestling. The match was nothing to see but



the Players retaining is an acceptable result. It’s more of a surprise
than anything else, and that’s not the worst thing in the world.

Paige is with Charlotte and Becky Lynch in the back and makes sure to
praise Stephanie for starting the revolution. They’re going to tear the
house down tonight and rebuild the division brick by brick.

We recap Reigns vs. Wyatt, which started with Bray using Reigns’ daughter
to get inside his head, before saying anyone but Reigns. The idea seems
to be that Reigns hasn’t earned the hero role and Wyatt wants anyone else
there, but as usual it isn’t clear with Bray.

Bray Wyatt vs. Roman Reigns

The fireflies continue to look awesome. They lock up to start with Bray
hammering him down in the corner for a bit of a surprise. The fans are
WAY into Wyatt here, though it might be more anti-Roman instead. An
uppercut sends Wyatt to the floor but he pops Reigns with one of his own
to take over again. The cross body block takes Reigns down again but
Reigns Samoan drops him out to the floor.

Wyatt is fine with the violence of course and sends Reigns into the steps
as this has been almost all Bray so far. They slug it out on the apron
for something different, setting up a Wyatt DDT on the apron for
something painful. We hit the chinlock and get a creepy Wyatt smile as he
pulls back. That’s the kind of thing Wyatt does very well and it’s a
great addition to the whole package. Reigns finally powers up with a
belly to back suplex to break the hold.

It’s time for the comeback, thankfully with only one standing
clothesline. Another belly to back drops Wyatt but he clotheslines Reigns
out of the air to break up the apron kick (now the Drive By apparently).
Bray adds a backsplash on the floor but takes too long putting Reigns on
top, allowing Roman to Batista Bomb him out of the corner for a very
close two. The Superman Punch misses but Reigns drops him on the apron
again.

The apron boot (screw that Drive By nonsense) connects but Bray shakes it
off and Rock Bottoms Reigns (appropriate) for two. Fans: “THAT WAS



THREE!” I know they’ve been talking about making Wyatt face for a long
time now and the fan support seems to be there. Sister Abigail is
countered into the Superman Punch (with Bray falling before it connected)
for two. This is surprising, despite that almost never being a finisher.
Reigns gets all fired up and tries the spear but eats a boot, followed by
getting all fired up again but charging into a right hand. You have to
change it up a bit you see.

Sister Abigail is broken up (obvious due to being a slow kiss) so Reigns
hits ten clotheslines in the corner and another Samoan drop. Both guys
are spent so Bray grabs some chairs. Reigns knocks them away just as
quickly though and grabs chairs of his own. All four chairs wind up in
the ring but someone in a hood superkicks Reigns, allowing Bray to hit
Sister Abigail for the pin at 22:10.

Rating: B. I liked this more than I thought I would and Bray getting the
win is a very nice sign. Reigns is going to be a big deal and Wyatt could
be as well, but at some point you need to win matches like this one. The
interference is a good sign as well with Bray’s best days being as a cult
leader, so why not let him try it again?

The guy gets in the ring and it’s….Luke Harper, so maybe the reunion is
on.

Naomi, Tamina and Sasha Banks (collectively known as B.A.D., meaning
Beautiful and Dangerous, as well as the fact that they’re doomed because
that’s a horrible name) are ready for the triple threat.

Sasha Banks vs. Charlotte vs. Nikki Bella

All nine are here. Nikki and Sasha have a staredown before the match and
it’s going to be Brie instead. Oh yay.

Sasha Banks vs. Charlotte vs. Brie Bella

Thankfully Brie is sent outside early on, leaving the two that know what
they’re doing in the ring. Charlotte gets her throat snapped across the
top rope, leaving Brie to come in with her catfight style Thesz press.
That’s fine with Sasha, who sends both of them to the corner for the



double knees to the ribs for two each. It seems that they’re keeping Brie
out of the action for the most part here and it’s no secret that that’s a
good idea.

Sasha headscissors Charlotte down for two and hits a pair of running
knees in the corner for the same. Brie makes a save as the fans want
Becky. Charlotte clotheslines both of them down but Brie comes back with
her own screaming clotheslines. A double bulldog kind of works but Brie
just gets two on both. Back up and Sasha sidesteps a charge, sending
Charlotte into Brie instead. They’re doing a really good job of keeping
Brie limited here while the talented ones do their thing.

Brie comes back in with a double missile dropkick (with the camera barely
catching it), setting up the BRIE MODE running knees to the chest. The
Bellas huddle on the floor but are quickly surrounded, setting up a BIG
staredown. Sasha dives through the ropes to take out a lot of them,
followed by Charlotte diving on the rest. Back in and Brie breaks up the
Bank Statement on Charlotte, only to have the Bella Buster countered into
the Figure Eight for the submission at 11:31. Cole: “TEAM BELLA IS
MORTAL!” Oh shut up Michael.

Rating: C+. This was as well booked as they could have made it. You want
to keep Nikki away from these newcomers as long as you can and Brie is
about as perfect of a sacrifice as there is. It was clear that Brie
couldn’t hang with the other two and it would have been crazy to imply
she could. This was better than I was expecting and it’s clear that they
want the Divas to mean something, which is a great sign.

The preshow panel recaps the night, including Barrett beating Truth.

Long recap of Cena vs. Owens. They traded wins in their first two
classics but tonight Cena’s US Title is on the line. Owens claims that
Cena keeps disrespecting him but Owens has never been the kind of guy
that says what he really means.

US Title: John Cena vs. Kevin Owens

Cena is defending and gets the JOHN CENA SUCKS song. Cena: “RAIN IT
DOWN!” Owens gets in the first big shot to start and slugs Cena down with



forearms to the back. More big shots put Cena down and the backsplash
(just wait until Owens or Bray have to drop that one) gets two. Cena
tries a comeback with a dropkick but Owens puts him down one more time,
only to miss a swanton. It’s really impressive that a guy his size can do
something like that.

Owens busts out Cena’s finishing sequence but the AA is countered into
Cena’s STF. The rope is quickly grabbed as Cena starts his comeback, only
to Kevin catch the top rope legdrop into a sitout powerbomb for two more.
An AA gets two for the champ, thereby fulfilling the quota for the match.
The sunset bomb gets the same but Owens busts out the swinging superplex
for the same.

Back up and the Pop Up Powerbomb is countered with a hurricanrana,
setting up an AA to Cena, followed by an STF to really fire up the crowd.
John finally makes the ropes and dives for a tornado DDT, which still
doesn’t put Owens away. The Springboard Stunner does better than usual
but Owens stays going and takes Cena’s head off with a clothesline. No
cover though, as Owens goes with the brainbuster onto the knee for two
instead.

Another AA gets another two on Kevin and the Pop Up Powerbomb gets the
same on the champ. Owens heads up top again and gets caught one more
time, setting up the super AA for two. I don’t think anyone has ever
kicked out of that one before so well done. Cena has the same face he had
when the Rock beat him at Wrestlemania so it’s off to a rematch that no
one wanted to see. Actually it’s the STF instead and Owens taps at 22:14.

Rating: B+. I didn’t like this one quite as much as the other two and I
have no idea why you don’t put the title on Owens here. Owens kicked out
of the super finisher and then just taps out to the regular finish?
That’s some backwards booking to put it mildly, despite a great match to
get there. Owens will be fine, but this really should have been his big
moment. As a sidebar, they really didn’t put Cesaro and/or Rusev on this
show somewhere? Really?

Here’s Miz for a chat instead of the Intercontinental Title match. Miz
rips on Ryback for bailing on the match because it’s messed up his



branding team’s plans for talk show appearances as the new champion. He
knows he’s the toughest man in St. Louis and thinks Big Show should
retire like everyone wants him do do. Big Show comes out and lays Miz out
with one punch as you would expect him to do.

Long recap of Rollins vs. Lesnar. Seth stole the World Title by cashing
in Money in the Bank at Wrestlemania, but tonight Lesnar is out for
revenge and his title. Brock has also broken Kane’s ankle and put the
Stooges out of action to make this one on one. Also something about
breaking a car for some product placement.

WWE World Heavyweight Title: Seth Rollins vs. Brock Lesnar

Seth is defending of course but Brock drives him into the corner for some
shoulders to the ribs. An early German attempt sends Seth outside and the
champ gets Brock to chase him. Back in and some kicks to the leg have
Brock staggered, but Rollins dives into the first German. Three more send
Rollins flying and it’s out to the floor. He tries to run but Brock just
hurdles the barricade and throws him back to ringside. Well that’s one
way to get him back.

German #6 has Rollins in even more trouble and Brock looks livid. Rollins
backflips out of #7 and hits a superkick (way too common a move tonight),
followed by three straight low superkicks. Another regular superkick
means Rollins can apply to be a Young Buck, but the Pedigree is easily
countered. Rollins hits a pair of suicide dives but Brock charges in and
throws Rollins with a belly to belly.

Brock rolls three more Germans (10), followed by a release for #11. We’re
up to thirteen and Rollins looks dead. The F5 connects…….and we’ve got
Undertaker. Brock looks terrified but escapes a chokeslam. The F5 is
countered and Undertaker kicks him in the face. We’ll say the match was
thrown out at 9:00.

Rating: C+. I really didn’t like this one as I’m getting tired of all the
suplexes. I know Brock is capable of doing other stuff but he’s basically
a popular Royal Rumble 2003 Scott Steiner in this formula. It’s still
entertaining enough but Brock can do more stuff than just throw Germans
everywhere all the time. This was probably their best idea, but I’m not



sure who goes after the belt next.

The chokeslam works the second time and Brock gets tombstoned for good
measure. Rollins is nowhere in sight during any of this. A second
Tombstone has Heyman freaking out and Undertaker poses to end the show.
The fans were behind him so I think it’s face vs. face at Summerslam.

Overall Rating: B-. This was a really tricky one to grade as it’s much
more a collection of good to quite good matches instead of a great show.
The Undertaker stuff could go a bunch of ways, but it’s cool to see him
doing ANYTHING other than his usual Wrestlemania appearance. The show was
better than I was expecting and for a Summerslam warmup, I’ll call it a
big success. Just keep the scale in mind when you consider that big
success.

Results

Randy Orton b. Sheamus – RKO

Prime Time Players b. New Day – Clash of the Titus to Big E.

Bray Wyatt b. Roman Reigns – Sister Abigail

Charlotte b. Brie Bella and Sasha Banks – Figure Eight to Bella

John Cena b. Kevin Owens – STF

Brock Lesnar vs. Seth Rollins went to a no contest when Undertaker
interfered

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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Battleground 2015 Preview
Maybe  it’s just where I’ve been away for a bit but it doesn’t feel like
it’s time for a pay per view. To be fair though, WWE doesn’t seem to know
either, because it’s the day before the show and we’ve got a five match
card. While I’m sure there will be some fixes made and matches added,
Battleground feels like a show that doesn’t need to exist, but there’s
some stuff worth looking at. Let’s get to it.

Starting with the preshow, we have King Barrett vs. R-Truth for the
Crown. Now you may be asking, why is this match happening. Well that’s
because Vince has again fallen in love with a comedy character and thinks
that it’s just SO FREAKING FUNNY that it’s worth putting Barrett through
another mess for a story that no one cares about.

Barrett summed up the problems on Raw: why should I care if he beats
Truth again when he already beat him in the King of the Ring tournament
in the first place? These two have traded wins since then and the story
just isn’t working. Let’s say Barrett wins Sunday. Where is he then?
Right back where he was when he won the tournament: King, having beaten
R-Truth to get there.

That is of course after all the weeks of having bad matches and stupid
promos about R-Truth being KING WHAT’S UP because it’s funny that Truth
is  crazy.  This  has  been  such  a  waste  of  Barrett  and  the  entire
tournament, but then again the whole thing was thrown together as a
Network audience builder. This was a huge waste of time and I guess
Barrett wins, because there’s no point to putting it on Truth other than
to make Vince lau…..Truth is probably winning isn’t he? I’ll stick with
Barrett but be ready to throw my remote at the TV.

I’ll take Reigns and Wyatt going to a DQ to set up another Raw match. My
guess is we eventually get Reigns vs. Ambrose at Summerslam, but at this
point I’m thinking it’s a double DQ or double countout, because Reigns
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hasn’t failed in enough big matches yet. Wyatt needs the win, but he’s
needed a big win since……December? I don’t think you can count Ryback as a
major win, not back then at least. I’ll take the draw here, but my
goodness  is  there  anything  worse  than  seeing  these  two  as  such
meaningless acts right now?

New Day gets the belts back. Word on the street is the Players got the
belts because of Titus’ dad of the year award and, shockingly enough, NO
ONE CARED ABOUT THAT EITHER. New Day gets the titles back here and
thankfully we’re back to normal. The Players are a fine team and Titus is
as professional as they get, but there’s just no reason to care about
them on top of the division.

It’s taken me a while to write this out but I’ll take Orton to win over
Sheamus. Not that it’s a complicated decision or anything, but it took me
three or four tries to stay awake to write this out. There’s no reason
for this match to be happening aside from they both need something to do.
Neither guy feels like anything more than an overgrown midcard act right
now, even though they’re both former World Champions and legitimate big
stars.  There’s  nothing  to  this  story  and  the  match  has  no  heat,
especially considering how many times these two have bored the fans to
death. Orton wins as Sheamus has the MITB curse at the moment.

I’ll go with the obvious and have Owens take the US Title. As strange as
it would be to have the US Champion fighting for the NXT Title, it’s
clear that Owens thinks the NXT Title means something. If that’s not
where they go with it, there’s always the option of Owens saying the US
Title is more important and saying he’ll do the rematch because he signed
and a loss means nothing to him. Still though, Cena has nothing left to
do with the title so put it on Owens, the best heel going today.

That leaves us with the main event and…..just dang man. This should have
been the easiest feud in the world (“You stole the Beast’s title and now
it is time to pay.”). That’s where they’ve kind of gone with it, but for
the most part it’s been about beating up the Stooges and a car for
product placement. I certainly don’t hate this one, but it hasn’t made
itself stand out.



At least there aren’t currently any Authority members to bail Seth out,
but whether he wins or loses, this is going to wind up being about the
Authority one way or another. Why? Because that’s how WWE works and
there’s no way around it. I’ll take Seth retaining through shenanigans to
drag this out. Again.

And somehow that’s it. We really don’t have anything else on the card to
talk about, though I’m pretty sure we’re going to get something between
Big Show vs. Miz and maybe Stardust vs. Neville. However, that leaves out
Cesaro and Rusev, who both currently have rockets attached to their
backs. I could easily see Cesaro added to the Intercontinental Title
match for a vacated title, but I could also see him doing nothing more
than a run-in during the US Title match.

Throw in a Divas match/segment, but there’s something interesting here:
yeah the NXT girls are here, but we’re counting down the days until Nikki
sets the record. This is where the problem: at some point she’s going to
have to fight one of them, and I’m not sure they can come up with two
months of stalling before either A, the NXT girls lose or B, Nikki drags
them down and no one cares. In other words, that whole record thing is
going to threaten the entire story, but WWE would rather destroy their
entire division to get rid of AJ Lee from the history books, unless they
grow up and stop Nikki’s reign early.

Overall, Battleground could be fun if the matches overachieve, but at
some point WWE needs to be running on more than just that. There isn’t a
lot going on here and the big draws are the third match of a trilogy and
Lesnar, who probably doesn’t get the title back. Then again, this show
doesn’t really mean much as we’re gearing up for Summerslam, where the
real fun takes place.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:



http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Wrestling  Wars  Podcast
Episode 18
Shockmaster is back to talk about Comic Con and Battleground.

 

http://mightynorcal.podbean.com/e/wwp-18-archaeologist-comic-b
ook-expert-and-pro-wrestler-professor-the-shockmaster-returns-
to-preview-battleground-and-discuss-sdcc-happenings/

Ryback  Injured,  Out  Of
Battleground
http://www.wwe.com/shows/wwebattleground/ryback-injured-276587
73

Sounds legit.  I’d assume we get Miz vs. Big Show or a talking
segment, but I’d love it if their time was given to Cesaro
and/or Rusev.  Those guys deserve it after their performances
Monday, and I’m sure a lot of fans will be annoyed if they
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don’t make it on but Barrett vs. Truth for the crown makes it
instead.

New Column: How Did I Live
Without You?
In  other words, it’s me raving about the Network again with
some bonus history.

Diamonds Are Forever
And so are we, assuming she lets me watch Battleground this
Sunday.
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Wrestling  Wars  Podcast
Episode 16
I’m back…..eventually.  I join NorCal about ten minutes in to
talk about TNA’s latest woes, ROH, the Beast in the East and
Battleground.  Plus Dimension X.

 

http://mightynorcal.podbean.com/e/wwp-16-we-start-off-with-a-s
olo-effort-that-turns-into-a-kb-run-in-we-cover-beast-in-the-
east-battleground-mock-tna-even-a-roh-segment/
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Some Quick Fantasy Booking
About  WWE’s main event scene.  WWE is in a weird place this
weekend, and unfortunately it looks like it’s ending with another Ambrose
loss on pay per view. Let’s take a quick look at this.

Here’s how I see it going down/what I want to see, and no this isn’t
meant to be some grand plan that is some huge insight/shocking
prediction.

My guess is Rollins, all by himself, cheats to win on Sunday and keeps
the title. The following night on Raw, Rollins is bragging about doing it
all on his own……“OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD!” “THE BEAST IS BACK
MAGGLE!” This leads to Brock vs. Rollins at Battleground and, with
Rollins in trouble,

SIERRA

HOTEL

INDIA

ECHO

LIMA

DELTA

Does it make sense? Not really. Is it likely to happen? Eh possibly as
there have been far dumber reunions before. This sets up Lesnar doing
something at Summerslam and then Shield fighting in the triple threat for
the title. I firmly believe the first part is happening but the
Battleground ending is much more fantasy booking.

The problem here is they’ve set up Lesnar vs. Rollins at some point and
much like Ryback in 2012, there’s no place for Ambrose at the top of the
card. Well not on his own at least as they could put him back together
with Shield. Either that or they’ll have Ambrose turn on Reigns because
it’s as stupid of an idea as they could have and do Reigns vs. Ambrose at
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Summerslam and do Lesnar vs. Rollins for the title again there, assuming
it’s at Battleground.

Either way, Ambrose isn’t getting the title, or at least isn’t going to
keep it very long.

2014  Awards:  Worst  Pay  Per
View of the Year
This  might be the easiest all year.

2014 was actually a really good year for pay per view for the most part.
I couldn’t think of a show that I didn’t like at least to a degree. I
know a lot of people didn’t like Battleground but the Usos vs. Wyatt
Family was a GREAT match and the four way main event really picked up by
the end. Things got far worse later in the year, but most of 2014 was a
solid effort on pay per view.

And then there’s Bound For Glory. Now here’s the thing: TNA tried
something here. I can certainly give them credit for trying SOMETHING
new, but to call this experiment a disaster is the nicest thing I can say
about it. The matches ranged from forgettable to WHY AM I WATCHING THIS
with the opener being the best match on the card. I don’t actually
remember what the opener was, but I remember it being watchable. I can
tell you the brackets for the Wrestling Classic in 1986, but I can’t tell
you who was in a match I saw two months ago.

Most of the show felt like a tribute to Team 3D, who were inducted into
the TNA Hall of Fame. Now Team 3D had been involved in a great three way
feud with the Hardys and the Wolves, giving us more than one Match of the
Year candidates. Therefore, the solution was to give them a tag match
against the random pairing of Tommy Dreamer and Abyss in a run of the
mill brawl. Why bother having a great match when you can have an average
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one?

Great Muta, who had appeared once or twice in TNA, was the star of the
main event and got to pin Sanada before Team 3D made the save to end the
show. Of course that ended the show. Not the World Champion (not on the
show), the guy he beat for the World Title (also not on the show) or the
guy he was feuding with (you get the picture by now).

On top of that, there were two title matches on this show, which cost you
$50. Those would be the X-Division Title and the Knockouts Title, the
latter of which was defended in a glorified squash match. Now flash back

with me to the 4th of July and Global Impact Japan, a One Night Only
event (which weren’t considered for this because I think I’m the only
person that watched them). That show had three title defenses and two
title changes for $15. When a filler show has a better card, more title
matches, more significance and nearly four times the attendance than the
biggest show of the year, you can tell something is off.

Bound For Glory was an attempt at something, but it was a halfhearted
attempt. It became very clear that the show was for the Japanese fans
instead of the American fans, but I can’t imagine how this show did them
much good in Japan. It wasn’t entertaining, it didn’t mean anything, and
it messed with one of the few good things TNA has going for it. Bound For
Glory was, by far, the Worst Pay Per View of the year.

Reviewing  the  Review:
Battleground 2014
We’re  a few days past Battleground now and there has been a
few differing opinions on the show. Some people have said it
was horrible while others say it was only kind of bad. The
show was nothing more than a bridge to Summerslam but my level
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of interest was actually high. Let’s get to it.

The pre-show matches saw Adam Rose, with Layla and Summer,
beating Fandango and Cameron beating Naomi. There’s nothing to
say about either of these except that Cameron was horrible in
the ring. I mean like REALLY horrible.

The pay per view opened with an awesome Tag Team Title 2/3
falls match with the Usos defending against the Wyatt Family.
The first two falls were there so the match could be 2/3
falls. They weren’t bad but they could have been on any given
Raw or Smackdown. The story of the match was that the Usos
were barely bale to hang in there against the monsters and
could only beat them with a quick rollup.

Then the third fall happened and everything went nuts with
some INSANE near falls. Stuff like this is what makes tag team
wrestling so fun as the drama is incredible and leaves you
wondering when it’s going to end. The double splash from the
Usos was a great big finisher and there was no way Harper was
kicking out after it. The feud needs to be over now as they’re
probably not going to be able to top this, but who do the Usos
fight  now?  Ryback/Axel?  I’d  love  to  see  them  against  the
Ascension but WWE doesn’t seem to want to call them up.

I’ll cover all of the Rollins and Ambrose segments at once.
Rollins was in the back when Ambrose attacked him. HHH ejected
Ambrose from the building and said the match wasn’t happening.
Later, Rollins came out and had himself declared the winner by
forefit, but Ambrose attacked Seth again because wrestling
security sucks. HHH came out again and had Ambrose handcuffed,
allowing  Rollins  to  jump  him  again.  Finally,  Rollins  was
trying to leave but Ambrose popped out of the trunk of his car
and attacked Rollins one more time but Seth got away in said
car.

Obviously there was no match and the more I think about it the
less I like it. It felt like a cheap way to get people to



watch the show and probably pop some Network buys. That’s a
common wrestling practice but it doesn’t mean it’s something
that I want to see happen all the time. The match will be fine
when it happens, but you could have easily done a quick double
DQ or countout and still had the match without a conclusive
ending. This felt like a cop out and that’s not a good thing.

AJ Lee retained the Divas Title against Paige with a Shining
Wizard. This was an odd match as they were trying to do
something special but it came off sloppy. I can understand
this not working better than I can most other matches as the
girls don’t have anyone at this level to practice on. Paige
has spent weeks fighting Paige and Cameron so doing anything
complicated is out the window. Here she tried to do something
a few steps higher and clearly needed more practice. AJ was
far from perfect though.

Orton talked to Kane and tried to form an alliance but got
nowhere.

Rusev and Swagger had a watchable match that ended in a Rusev
countout win. The story of course was Lana’s promo before the
match, saying you can’t blame Vladimir Putin for “current
world events”, referencing the Malaysian plane crash. This
caused a bunch of bad mainstream publicity for WWE, whose
response was “we’ve been doing this story for weeks.” That
really doesn’t make it any better, but it puts WWE in a
strange place.

Rusev and Lana are going to get real heat because Putin is a
real life crazy and possibly evil man who may be responsible
or  at  least  linked  to  the  death  of  nearly  three  hundred
innocent  people.  Whether  the  characters  are  directly
referencing  it  or  not,  people  in  the  media  are  going  to
complain. Why? Because media has a tendency to run off at the
mouth and not understand the vast majority of what they’re
talking about and complain before they know what’s going on.
WWE had to know this was coming and really has no right to



complain  about  the  negative  attention.  Yeah  a  lot  of  the
complaints are stupid, but they were coming no matter what
Lana said.

Goldust and Stardust continue to talk about the Cosmic Key.
This is starting to intrigue me.

Chris  Jericho  beat  Bray  Wyatt  in  a  disjointed  match.  The
chemistry really didn’t work and neither guy seemed to be on
the same page. I still haven’t heard a logical reason for
Jericho to win. The next night on Raw would see Jericho laid
out by Bray, but Wyatt already lost a clean match. Yeah I’m
sure Bray will win the blowoff match, but why didn’t he win
both matches? I see absolutely no reason for Jericho to win at
all. He has nothing to lose and there’s no need for Bray to
lose to a guy in his third or so match back. The Summerslam
win will help, but it’s taking a few weeks to get there.

Miz won the Intercontinental Title in a battle royal. The
match was nothing special, much like most battle royals. I was
hoping for Bo Dallas, but Miz’s Hollywood character is growing
on me. The biggest surprise here was Slater dumping Cesaro
which  seems  to  have  gone  nowhere.  It  seems  like  Miz  vs.
Sheamus to unify the titles might be coming, even though that
would be the stupidest thing they could do. One interesting
note here: Del Rio went under the ropes before being knocked
to the floor.

The main event was exactly what you would expect as the match
started slow, got hot at the end saw Cena pin Kane to retain
the title. Reigns looked like he was destroying everyone,
though he’s not ready to be the top guy. That’s where WWE is
in a good place, as they can build him up for several months.
In theory he gets the title at Wrestlemania, but at least he’s
got eight months to get there.

Overall the show was a disappointment as the buildup was far
better than I was expecting but the execution really failed.



Only the opening and closing matches were any good with the
rest of the show being worthless. This is a show that could
have been eliminated and used on a longer build to Summerslam,
much like Fully Loaded 1998. It wasn’t the worst show ever,
but it was pretty easily the worst show of the year. That’s
saying a lot given that this really wasn’t horrible.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of ECW Pay Per Views at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


